For Immediate Release
Contact: Jim Vandermaas for Idaho info@votevandermaas.com
Phone: 208-585-1760 ~ Jim Vandermaas, Candidate for US Senate, Receives High-Profile Endorsement
Eagle, ID Feb. 22, 2020 -Jim Vandermaas, candidate for US Senate, is proud to announce that he has obtained the endorsement of former
gubernatorial candidate, A J Balukoff:
“To the Voters of Idaho,
I am proud to endorse Jim Vandermaas’ candidacy for the US Senate. Jim has lived a life of proven public service,
retired from law enforcement, Search & Rescue, union negotiator, mentoring to at risk youth through a Police
Activities league he helped start, and more. He believes the rule of law applies to all, and fully supports the US
Constitution.
Jim Vandermaas will work for all Idahoans rather than the few. I know he will work to protect our climate &
environment, to make education and healthcare affordable for everyone. It is time we elected someone with fresh,
innovative ideas for solving the issues facing our state and our citizens, and who is willing & able to work with anyone
to get the job done.
Let’s not settle for business as usual, let’s work to put Jim to work for us in the US Senate!
AJ Balukoff”
Idaho needs a Senator that is determined to work with others, focusing on issues, not party. Jim Vandermaas will
work to heal our divisiveness, focusing on what we all have in common – what’s best for our families, neighbors and
country. By working together, we can replace our differences with hope and the realization that a brighter and more
prosperous future is within our grasp.
Jim Vandermaas has prepared plans on issues of most concern to Idahoans. He is prepared to hit the ground
running, working hard on those critical issues that affect us all.
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Healthcare for all
Protecting our climate and environment
Education--pre-K through higher education
Eliminating student debt
Creating a ‘trickle-up’ economy to strengthen our middle class
Promoting job growth through infrastructure projects
Fair Wages

We can restore a sense of hope that our dreams and goals are possible if we put our differences aside and focus on
what makes Idaho great – the power of its people. We Idahoans can accomplish anything if we work together with
our neighbors to create a competitive and more prosperous Idaho and to leave a better world for our children.
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